Abstract-Phase manipulation of four-mode phase-sensitive (4MPS) process was developed as a means for suppression of highorder four wave mixing (HoFWM) terms in dual-pump driven parametric wavelength multicasting and, consequently, for reduction of inter-channel crosstalk and inter-channel interference. In contrast to the previous studies that focused on power stabilization and conversion efficiency maximization, the investigation in this paper focuses on the evolution of the inter-channel HoFWM tones, whose suppression can be accomplished by arranging the phases of signals in a complementary manner. In addition, broadband 4MPS multicasting with suppressed HoFWM effects over 100-nm bandwidth, reaching up to 12-dB suppression ratio was demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE exponential growth of the internet traffic, in support of applications such as development of multimedia-online, electronic-commerce, cloud storage and cloud computing, has induced a tremendous increase in demand of communication bandwidth. Within the mainstay of optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) links [1] , owing to its high efficiency and scalability, all optical wavelength multicasting is the vital functionality in high capacity and dynamic WDM networks, which duplicates one incoming signal stream to multiple outputs at the routing node of the physical layer [2] , [3] .
Ideally, the wavelength multicasting ought to possess low complexity and be compatible to WDM networks, while simultaneously preserving the integrity (thus, producing vanishingly small performance penalty) of the incoming signal. The parametric process in a high-confinement waveguide was identified early as an optimal candidate for such immaculate wavelength multicasting [4] , [5] . In particular, the two-pump self-seeded parametric process in a multi-stage, dispersion-engineered fiber mixer (i.e., the shock wave mixer) can offer scalable high-count copy number [6] , [7] and low noise performance [8] , from which various applications would enormously benefit. For example, a coherent filterless microwave/millimeter-wave channelizer has been successfully demonstrated based on such parametric multicasting in a shock wave mixer [9] , presenting improved sensitivity and dynamic range. Additionally, a spectrally uniform frequency comb has been achieved by incorporating a nonlinear optical loop mirror into the shock wave mixer design [10] , which was utilized for transmission of complex modulation format over 1520 ultra dense WDM channels [11] . Furthermore, a four-mode phase-sensitive (4MPS) process has been employed in a dual-pump driven parametric multicasting [12] , which presented a 12-dB conversion efficiency (CE) improvement due to the coherent field combination.
Due to the significantly improved CE of the 4MPS parametric multicasting, high order four wave mixing (HoFWM) effects between signals and pumps create spurious tones in the multicasting spectrum, which can further beat with pumps or signals generating second HoFWM (2HoFWM) crosstalk terms, directly degrading the multicaster performance, by virtue of inter-channel crosstalk (ICC). Various ICC suppression techniques have been investigated in WDM signal amplification based on a fiber optic parametric amplifier (FOPA). In a onepump driven FOPA, uneven frequency spacing or guard band [13] , [14] has been deployed to isolate the crosstalk terms that originate from the four wave mixing (FWM) products between signals and idlers. Alternatively, it has been shown that reducing fiber length [15] , [16] or nonlinearity [17] can effectively suppress HoFWM effects and thus its corresponding crosstalk. However, in those settings, the pump power needs to be increased to maintain the parametric efficiency and bandwidth. Compared to the single-pump FOPA, orthogonal pump polarization has been exploited in a dual-pump driven FOPA to reduce the FWM induced crosstalk, as well as signal degradation caused by cross gain modulation [18] , [19] . Nevertheless, even in the latter case the bandwidth occupied by the HoFWM tones in the wavelength multicasting still remains unusable. Even worse, for the high speed data multicasting and signal processing [9] , the HoFWM terms can interfere with signal modulated sidebands and induce inter-channel interference (ICI).
Previous studies on the phase sensitive (PS) process validated its properties of low noise operation [8] , [20] and phase regeneration [21] , [22] . These PS properties are enabled by the coherent field summation, inherently stemming from the phase manipulation of input optical fields. It is well known that pumps' phases and one signal's simultaneous regulation are pivotal to 4MPS multicasting (4MPSM) power stabilization and CE maximization [23] . On the other hand, the phases' manipulation of all the involved modes in the 4MPSM is extended to HoFWM suppression in this paper, which furthers the previous investigation [24] both theoretically and experimentally.
In the investigation, the wavelength multicasting is accomplished based on dual-pump driven parametric processes in a three-stage, dispersion-synthesized shock wave mixer, whose input pump power, fiber length and nonlinearity are optimized specifically for low noise performance [8] , [25] , in addition to the broad bandwidth operation [6] . Moreover, in the chosen implementation, the two pumps are co-polarized in order to achieve broadband multicasting with maximized CE, making the conventional methods of suppressing HoFWM induced ICC and ICI in FOPA inapplicable. Most importantly, a novel scheme for removing inter-channel HoFWM tones based on 4MPS process is specifically demonstrated for the first time.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the basic principle on HoFWM suppression in 4MPSM by manipulating the phases of input signals, where simulations and the corresponding results are included. The experimental architecture is detailed in Section III. Subsequently, the experimental results and discussion on limitations of this inter-channel HoFWM suppression method are addressed in Section IV. Finally, in Section V the paper is summarized.
II. THEORY

A. Principle
A spectral overview of dual-pump seeded parametric multicasting is shown in Fig. 1 , where P 1 and P 2 are two pumps. Under phase insensitive (PI) condition, only S 2 is the input signal wave, implying that the output signal/idler powers are not dependent on the phases of the input waves. Consequently, the processes of modulation instability (MI), phase conjugation (PC) and Bragg scattering (BS) deliver three replicas at S 1 , S 3 , and S 4 , respectively. When the powers of the pumps are high and phase matching is preserved over a wide bandwidth, high order pump waves will be created by pump to pump mixing, and consequently, more signal replicas will be produced by the cascaded FWMs between high order pumps and signal waves. In contrast, when four phase-correlated signal waves (S 1 to S 4 ) are present at the input, the nonlinear process is accompanied by coherent field interference, which leads to PS operation. Ideally, a 12-dB gain and conversion efficiency (G/CE) improvement is expected due to the coherent beam combination [12] , [26] , provided that the input waves are power balanced and the multicasting G/CEs are equalized.
Unfortunately, when the multicasting G/CE is improved and thus the output power is increased, the inter-channel HoFWM terms materialize. As shown in Fig. 1(a), H 1 (or H 2 ) is initially produced by the HoFWM between S 2 and P 1 (S 3 and P 2 ), and then cascaded FWM effects interact with H 1 (H 2 ) further, so as to generate other inter-channel HoFWM terms. However, the suppression of HoFWM effects can be engineered if the frequencies of pumps and signals are selected in the manner that H 1 and H 2 overlap, and their phases are manipulated so as to create destructive interference between H 1 and H 2 . On the contrary, constructive summation of H 1 and H 2 will increase the power of the central HoFWM tone, which consequently boosts a 2HoFWM effect between H 1 /H 2 and signals (or pumps). Take Fig. 1(b) as an example, assuming phase matching allows the FWM process to transfer energy from H 1 /H 2 and S 3 to a 2HoFWM tone (i.e., 2H 1 ), this generated tone will overlap with S 1 and inevitably result in ICC being introduced into the parametric multicasting. Certainly, when the input signal(s) contain high speed data and occupy a wide bandwidth, the generated HoFWM tone will interfere with the multicast replicas (i.e., signals), inducing ICI and thus the degradation of the multicasting quality, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
B. Numerical Simulation
The basic architecture of a parametric multicaster is shown in Fig. 2 , as introduced in the previous investigations [23] , [24] , [27] . The corresponding numerical simulations for the dualpump driven parametric multicasting were implemented based on coupled wave equations and Fig. 2 . As shown in Eq. (1), N is the number of frequency lines that are present at the mixer output, z is the longitudinal position of the fiber mixer, γ is the Fig. 2 . Configuration of the simulated parametric wavelength multicasting. The parametric mixer is composed of three stages (shock wave mixer): HNLF1, SMF, and HNLF2, where at the input there are two pumps and four signals. HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber, SMF: single mode fiber, P 1 , P 2 : pumps.
where Δβ j lki = (β j + β l − β k − β i )z is the phase matching term governed by the fiber dispersion. β k is the propagation constant at frequency ω k , which can be expanded around zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW, ω 0 ), i.e., [28] . Here, β 2 , β 3 and β 4 are the second, third and fourth order derivative of the propagation constant at the ZDW, respectively. Based on Fig. 2 , the following parameters were utilized in the simulation: two pumps were centered at 1549.3 nm and positioned with 400-GHz frequency spacing, i.e., 1547.7 and 1550.9 nm, while four signals were picked at 100-GHz offset from the closest pump, i.e., 1546.9, 1548.5, 1550.1, and 1551.7 nm. The initial phase correlated six waves propagated through a three-stage shock wave mixer [6] , [7] . The first stage consisted of a 105-m long highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), characterized by a ZDW of 1559 nm, a dispersion slope of 0.025 ps/km/nm 2 , and a nonlinear coefficient of 15 km −1 ·W −1 . The nonlinear effects in the first stage, whose efficiency is proportional to the product of fiber nonlinear coefficient, pump power and interaction length, produced multiple tones in frequency domain and meanwhile induced chirping of the optical waves. A 6-m long single mode fiber (SMF), possessing negative β 2 , followed as a second stage, compensating for the chirping in the preceding nonlinear stage and thus linearly compressing the time domain pertinent waveforms to obtain high peak power. The final stage was made up of a 240-m dispersion flattened HNLF, whose peak dispersion was −0.05 ps/nm/km, efficiently expanding the optical waves to a broadband comb.
In the simulation, A P 1 and A P 2 are the optical fields of the two pumps, whose initial average power and phase were 0.6 W and 0°, respectively. While the simulation-associated step size was set as 0.1 m. We note that there were 263 optical waves (including 66 pumps, 132 signals, and 65 inter-channel HoFWM tones) interacting along the fiber mixer, where stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), Raman interaction and noise statistics were neglected. The phase coherence between the input waves was guaranteed by managing each optical field as an ideal single frequency line. In contrast to our previous simulation work that studied the spectral comparison between the PI and PS scheme, as well as the noise evolution [12] , [25] , in this contribution the investigation focuses on the phase manipulation of the 4MPS process employed for suppression of inter-channel HoFWM tones in the PS multicasting.
The spectrum at the output of the simulated mixer with phase synchronized optical waves is shown as red curve in Fig. 3 , where the four signals A S 1 to A S 4 were individually initialized with an average power of −20 dBm and phase of 0°. On the other hand, the blue curve in Fig. 3 shows the same signal G/CEs, but with reduced HoFWM terms, which was achieved by setting the phases of signals in a complementary manner, i.e., specifically, the phases of A S 1 to A S 4 were 45°, −45°, 45°, and −45°, respectively. As predicted in Refs. [23] , [24] , [27] , both of these two phase arrangements (i.e., synchronized and complimentary) satisfy the phase matching condition, which lead to the same and maximized G/CE profiles in Fig. 3 . Most importantly, however, as far as the objective of the present investigation, in terms of the HoFWM suppression, high extinction of the HoFWM was achieved when the signals' phase were managed in the complementary setting (see the blue curve in Fig. 3) , and especially so for the central term at 1549.3 nm, where the signal to HoFWM extinction ratio was improved by more than 20 dB. Note that, the phase values for suppression of the central HoFWM tone was found by intensive simulations. Stemming from the phase matching requirement [23] , a complimentary phase setting of ±135°reproduces the successful suppression in Fig. 3 , with the pumps' phases set to 0°.
As implied by Eq. (1), all the optical fields in the mixer participate in the (total) field evolution. In particular, FWM will occur between any four optical frequencies if they satisfy the energy equilibrium, either supplementing power to or absorbing power from each other, as determined by the phase matching condition. Take the MI between P 1 , S 1 , and S 2 as an example, pump power will be transferred to the signals, and thus a positive power contribution to each signal, while a negative power flow for the pump. Regarding the central HoFWM term (at 1549.3 nm in Fig. 3) , there are 25741 FWM interactions in total between the 263 optical waves affecting its power evolution along the simulated mixer. In order to analyze the suppression principle, the central tone was decomposed into these 25714 FWM interactions based on Eq. (1) and energy relations. In particular, all the FWM interactions associated with the central HoFWM tone were categorized by the power transfer direction. One group of the FWM products corresponds to the positive power contribution alimenting the power into the central tone (positive power flow), whereas the other group consists of the products characterized by a negative power evolution that decreases the power of the central HoFWM tone (i.e., the negative power flow).
To demonstrate the power evolution of the central tone under the phase complimentary (±45°) 4MPS scheme, the FWM interactions classified as positive flow were power summed together at each simulated fiber position (there are 12853 positively flowed interactions at the final simulation step of the parametric mixer), shown as the red solid curve in Fig. 4 , so as to the other group of the FWM interactions for negative flow, which was depicted as the blue solid curve in Fig. 4 . While the total power of the central tone is the sum of these two groups, shown as black solid curve. In contrast, the dashed lines represent the case with synchronized phase setting (same as the red curve in Fig. 3) , demonstrating that the positive flow contributes 0.82-dBm power into the central HoFWM tone, which, meanwhile, loses 0.79-dBm due to the negative power flow (blue dashed line). .055-dBm (red solid), whereas the negative flow dissipates −22.0553-dBm away from the central tone, resulting in a total power of −64 dBm at the output. Here, the total power at the output of the parametric mixer and the positive and negative power flow components were all marked in Fig. 4 . We note that the complementary phase setting of the signal waves not only effectively reduces the efficiency of the HoFWM effects, but also causes the negative power flow to be balanced by the positive power contribution, making the total power of the central tone (black solid curve) to become negligible (i.e., −64 dBm, see the central ditch of the blue curve in Fig. 3 ) along the mixer. We note that the above analysis that constitutes the reasoning behind the adopted method, strongly implies the successful mitigation of the HoFWM in 4MPS parametric multicasting.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
We next proceed to the experimental implementation of the proposed scheme for the HoFWM suppression. The experimental architecture is presented in Fig. 5 and contains three parts. As analyzed in Section II, the first part of the system ought to provide two pump and four signal waves that are strictly phase correlated, with a further proviso that the pumps need to have sufficient power to drive the FWM processes and produce broadband FWM tones. The phase coherence between the pumps and the signals was guaranteed by a reference optical frequency comb, which was seeded by a narrow linewidth laser at 1549.3 nm and created by cascaded amplitude modulator (AM) and two phase modulators (PMs). A 25-GHz harmonic tone from an RF synthesizer was amplified and employed to drive the modulators, defining the 25-GHz pitch of the frequency comb, as well as the frequency reference for the wavelength multicasting. The optical frequency comb was amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier, and then launched into an optical processor (OP). The two pump and four signal tones were extracted by the OP and de-multiplexed into three fiber branches. Two distributed feedback lasers were injection-locked by the two pump-seedings in respective fiber branches, endowing the pump waves with the inherent narrow linewidth of the master laser and the high power of the slave laser simultaneously. The pumps were further amplified to 33 dBm, and then re-combined with four signals, and launched into the second part of the system. Here, the fiber length difference of the three branches were experimentally adjusted to be less than 1 cm, in order to keep the coherence between pump and signal waves.
The second block consists of the parametric device, which is a three-stage dispersion-synthesized shock-wave type mixer [6, 7] . A HNLF with high gamma was utilized as the first stage (i.e., HNLF1), which was characterized by a ZDW of 1598 nm, a dispersion slope of 0.021 ps/km/nm 2 , and a nonlinear coefficient of 22 W −1 ·km −1 . Contrary to the simulations in Section II, the SBS cannot be neglected in practice and thus the 105-m long HNLF1 was longitudinal strained in sections with different strain to elevate the Brillouin threshold [29] . Consequently, the nonlinear effects in HNLF1 effectively induced chirping on the optical waves as they propagated in the mixer and a broadening of the spectrum materialized. Subsequently, the chirped optical waves were compressed to narrow pulses with high peak power in the temporal domain by propagating through a dispersive element consisting of a 6-m SMF. The final stage was designed to efficiently produce extensive FWM components over a wide bandwidth, which was realized by a 240-m dispersion flattened HNLF (i.e., HNLF2), characterized by a peak dispersion of −0.2 ps/km/nm, and dispersion fluctuation was less than 1-ps/km/nm over 100-nm bandwidth. Note that, the parameters of the fiber synthesizer in the simulations (see Fig. 3 in Section II), which were selected for broad bandwidth and high count copy number, differ from the experimental conditions. Namely in the simulations, fibers with constant (i.e., non-varying) ZDW were considered, thus causing a discrepancy from the fibers used in the experiment, making it necessary to compensate for the longitudinal variation of the phase matching condition in the experiment by a (global) shift in the dispersive parameters.
It should be noted that the simulations were ideal with respect to environmental changes and thus there were no phase fluctuations induced to the different waves. In practice, the parametric multicasting system inherently behaves as an interferometer, with the multicasting mixer output power subject to the ambient (e.g., acoustic and thermal fluctuations) induced perturbations. Consequently, it is essential to implement a phase tracking system, i.e., digital phase-locked loop (DPLL), to stabilize the relative phase relation between the six waves (two pump and four signal waves), which is shown as the third block in Fig. 5 . The monitoring signals for DPLL were captured at the output of the multicasting mixer, where three signal channels were selected by WDM filters and subsequently photo-detected and sampled by their corresponding analog to digital converters (ADCs). A microprocessor inspected the phase variations based on the sampled data and feedback error signals to the two pumps by the phase stretcher (PZT) inserted into each pump path. The DPLL was working with a 3-kHz bandwidth to track and compensate for the phase fluctuations, and thus stabilize the multicasting output power. Details of the DPLL implementation can be found in [23] . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results cover two modes of operation of the 4MPS multicaster: (i) moderate input signal power; and (ii) high input signal power. Whereas the first set of results covers the multicaster in its most practical, and also widely used mode of operation. We additionally, investigated the PS operation in the elevated input signal power regime.
A. Low Input Signal Power
As an introductory example of the experimental spectra, Fig. 6 contrasts the obtained spectra at the output of the parametric mixer in the PS and PI operation regimes. In blue shown is the PI setting, where only an input signal at 1550.1-nm with −18-dBm power was extracted by the OP and the multicasting CE did not depend on the input signal phase. In contrast, the stabilized PS spectrum is shown as the red curve in Fig. 6 (with each input signal still maintained at −18 dBm). As predicted by theory, a 12-dB G/CE improvement between the PS and PI spectra was observed (see Fig. 6 ) by managing the phases of signals (i.e., 1546.9, 1548.5, 1550.1 and 1551.7 nm) as 3, 2.7, 2 and 3 rad, respectively, in the OP (i.e., the phase setting A). Note that the phase values in the setting A do not convey any information about the relative phase relation between the four signals. In fact, they only manifest the relative phase change of each individual signal by the OP. Due to the absence of the information about the relative phase relation between the six waves, the observed results for neither the phase synchronized, nor the complementary settings could be (and ought to be) intuitively related to the simulations' predictions. However, the phase setting A, with some abuse of notation, can still be considered as a synchronized phase setting, since both the signal copies and HoFWM terms had maximized output power that were obtained by trial and error sweeping the signal phase combinations in the OP. In particular, the relative phase of each signal was individually controlled by the OP, with the signal power equalization maintained. Meanwhile, the phases of the two pump waves were tracked and manipulated by the DPLL to achieve the maximized multicasting CE. In effect, the DPLL tracked and compensated for the phase variations, and consequently maintained a constant relative phase relation between the six waves and thus stabilized the multicasting output power [23] . Most prominently, however, note that the elevated gain associated with the PS operation does come at a price of a significant nonlinear crosstalk or interference, as revealed by the strong HoFWM terms in between the signal/idler tones (see the spectrum shown in red in Fig. 6 ).
As shown in Section II, certain optimized phase combinations for six input waves do exist, for which the maximized G/CEs are maintained over the entire multicaster bandwidth, while the HoFWM tones are simultaneously effectively suppressed. The HoFWM-suppressed operation of the PS multicaster from Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7 . The latter figure shows two PS spectra with equal input signal power (−18 dBm for each signal) and multicasting output G/CEs, with the red curve corresponding to the case with the phase setting A for the input signals (same as the red curve in Fig. 6 ). In contrast, the multicasting with the phase setting B (shown as blue curve in Fig. 7 ) was obtained by setting the signals' phases to 1.5, 6, 2.0, and 2.8 rad, respectively, in the OP, which was attained by trial and error phase sweeping as well. Specifically, phase sweeping of one single signal for maximizing multicasting G/CE was implemented first [23] , whose maximum output spectrum was employed as a benchmark for subsequent optimization. Next, the phases of all the involved modes (four signals) were optimized simultaneously and compared with the benchmark to obtain the highest G/CE, and additionally the HoFWM suppression was inspected to attain phase setting B. Note that, the phase setting B generated the 4MPSM with negligible HoFWM terms over the entire 100-nm bandwidth. In particular, the maximum HoFWM suppression ratio obtained amounted to 12-dB for the central tone at 1549.3 nm.
In addition to the continuous wave (i.e., unmodulated) input operation considered above, we also verified the successful operation of the introduced method for modulated signals. Specifically, the HoFWM suppression method can potentially be used in microwave photonics applications requiring both utmost signal integrity retention, as well as efficient bandwidth utilization. For example, in a comb-based filterless channelizer [9] , the HoFWM tones cause ICI and thus degrade the sensitivity of the detection and performance. Therefore, in the latter application, it is imperative that the modulated signals induced HoFWM terms be eliminated. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the introduced technique, the HoFWM suppression was applied to the PS multicasting with analog microwave mod- ulated input optical signals, namely millimeter-wave signals at 40-and 50-GHz were amplitude imprinted onto the optical signal waves by a Mach-Zehnder modulator, while the optical signal waves were phase-managed as phase setting B. The corresponding output spectra are shown in Fig. 8 , plotted in green and blue, respectively, whereas the result from Fig. 7 with the phase setting A and no amplitude modulation is shown in red, for comparison. As seen in Fig. 8 , and in comparison to the reference red line (i.e., the case with phase synchronized setting A and no amplitude modulation), the HoFWM terms have been effectively suppressed by phase manipulation in a specific manner (e.g., phase setting B), as recognized by the absence of parasitic interfering tones. The last result attest to the suitability of the proposed approach for modulated input signals and specifically for micro-wave channelization devoid of parasitic interference.
B. High Input Signal Power
In addition to the conventional operation of the PS multicaster examined in the previous section, we also investigated the effectiveness of the proposed method for suppression of the HoFWM effects for high(er) input signal powers. For a reference, note that in the former case shown in Fig. 7 , the 12-dB HoFWM suppression ratio has been observed for the central HoFWM tone(s). With the power of each input signal increased to −12 dBm and the phase setting B employed, the suppression ratio for the central HoFWM copies (1549.3 and 1552.5 nm) was increased to 22 dB, as shown in Fig. 9 Inset. However, in addition to the stronger HoFWM suppression in the central region, in the case of stronger signal power, as observed in Fig. 9 , the suppression of the distant spectral copies becomes spectrally non-uniform and is reduced to only about 3-dB level at the output spectrum extremities. Note that, bandwidth selectivity in the HoFWM suppression has been predicted by the simulated spectra in Fig. 3 and is attributed to the phase matching conditions chromatic variation from the central tones to the multicaster emission edge [23] . On the other hand, although the signal power is increased from -18 to −12 dBm and is referred to as the high power condition, the difference in phase rotation induced by the signals' self-and cross-phase modulation is still negligible compared to those inflicted by pumps'. Consequently, the HoFWM suppression has been accomplished by employing the same phase setting in both Figs. 7 and 9.
While a significant suppression variation is certainly undesirable for a wide-band operation, the HoFWM suppressed window can be easily translated across the emission spectrum by a proper input tones' manipulation, as predicted in Fig. 3 . The tunability of the HoFWM suppression region by phase manipulation is demonstrated experimentally in Fig. 10 , where the phase values for each case are shown above each of the subplots. As can be seen a phase change of 0.1-rad can significantly influence the output spectrum. Nevertheless, the thorough simulations performed corroborate the optimality of the considered cases. In particular, the tunability of the crosstalk suppression from 1533.3 to 1568.6 nm is demonstrated with more than 14-dB suppression ratio for each input signal power of −12 dBm, with the phases of the signal waves' appropriately set for suppression of the HoFWM tones at selected wavelengths, without compromising the signals' G/CE. The maximum suppression ratio of 22 dB is shown in Fig. 10(e) around 1549.3 nm, while the variation of the suppression ratio is attributed to the fiber longitudinal dispersion profile variations. We emphasize that HoFWM cancellation in each of the cases shown in Fig. 10 was realized with different settings of signal phases while the DPLL was operated with a 3-kHz bandwidth, tuning the phases of the pump waves, firstly to maximize the G/CEs, and then to maintain the relative phase relations between the pumps and signals for multicasting power stabilization.
V. CONCLUSION
The 4MPS wavelength multicasting with mitigated interchannel HoFWM effects is reported for the first time. The HoFWM effect has been suppressed by judicious manipulation of the signal waves' phases, without deterioration of the gain or CE associated with the phase-sensitive multicasting operation. Consequently, a wavelength multicasting with HoFWM suppression over 100-nm bandwidth and up to 12-dB suppression ratio was experimentally accomplished when each signal possessed −18-dBm input power. On the other hand, for higher input signal powers, the amount of suppression showed a significant spectral selectivity due to the spectrally varying phase matching condition, the maximized suppression ratio was achieved in a limited bandwidth of 7 nm. In the latter case, it was shown that the window of suppressed HoFWM interference can be easily translated to different parts of the spectrum by a proper adjustment of the signals' phases. In the case of high signal input power, the center wavelength of the most effectively suppressed HoFWM-tone can be arbitrarily tuned from 1533 to 1568 nm with up to 22-dB suppression ratio. The presented findings for the first time clarify the importance and potential of the phase manipulation of all four input signals in multi-mode PS multicasting, in addition to the already well-established pumps' phase manipulation.
